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INTRODUCTION
The concept of structural dynamics deals with moving loads on 
different structural members; studies in this area are enormous and 
have been of interest to Engineers, Applied Mathematicians and 
Applied Physicists. 

The construction of sophisticated structural systems in the early part of the 
19th century drew the attention of many researchers to this area of study as 
the problem of moving loads exist in a wide variety of applications such as in 
the automotive and aircraft braking systems, conveyer systems, rail 
mechanics, noise from spinning floppy and hard discs of computer, belt 
drives (carrying machine chains), bridge or ground excitations from travelling 
vehicles and also in the vibrations produced by machining processes from 
different manufacturing industries.



PROBLEM STATEMENT
v Oscillating motions may at times cause wearing and 

malfunctioning of vital parts of the structural systems.
v Fluctuating stresses may cause material failure through 

fatigue, in situations whereby the number of repetitions is 
very large. 

v Vibrating motions of structural systems designed for human 
use may result in severe discomfort to the occupants or users.



RATIONALE OF THE STUDY

The rationale of this study is to consider the 
dynamic response of non-uniform Rayleigh 
beam with variable axial force stationed on bi-
parametric sub-grade subjected to moving 
point and constant distributed loads.



STUDY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this study are to:
v Obta in  ana ly t ica l  so lut ions  to  the  fourth  order  non-
homogeneous partial differential equations describing the 
dynamical system.
v Determine the influence of structural parameters such as axial 
force, foundation stiffness, shear modulus, damping coefficient, 
and rotator inertia  on the beam under moving concentrated and 
distributed loads.
v Compare the deflection profiles of the beam under moving 
distributed and concentrated loads.



LITERATURE REVIEW
Ogunyebi and Adedowole (2017) studied the dynamic behavior of uniform Rayleigh 

with an accelerating distributed mass. The technique adopted for the uniform forced 

vibration of the Rayleigh beam with accelerating mass resting on variable elastic 

foundation at constant velocity is Fourier sine transform and Laplace transform 

methods. The dynamic effect of vital parameters such as elastic foundation stiffness, 

rotatory inertia correction factor, and axial force were obtained. 

Kenny (1954) studied the dynamic response of infinite elastic beam on elastic 

foundation under the influence of load moving at constant velocity.



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The main method used for the dynamic analysis of beams is the 
Experimental Method, which was placed into the following 
categories presented briefly below:
v Analytical  Methods :  These are precise mathematical 
techniques that help in understanding the behavior of different 
mathematical models of sets of equations.
v Numerical Methods:  These are methods generally employed in 
solving and approximating solutions to inflexible mathematical 
problems



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
it was observed that the dynamic deflection of the beam 
decreases with an increase in the value of the variable pre-
stress; the same results were also obtained for other structural 
parameters such as foundation stiffness, shear modulus, 
damping coefficient, and rotatory inertia correction factor  for 
both moving concentrated and distributed loads, the critical 
velocity or speed of the structural system increases with an 
increase in the values of the structural parameters such as 
foundation stiffness, shear modulus  and rotatory inertia 
correction factor .



MAJOR OUTCOMES
Comparing the deflection profiles of the simply-
supported non-uniform Rayleigh beam under the 
actions of moving distributed loads to that under the 
actions of moving concentrated or point loads, we 
observe that the deflection profile for the simply-
supported non-uniform beam under the actions of 
moving distributed loads is greater than that under the 
actions of moving concentrated loads.



CONCLUSION AND POLICY 
IMPLICATIONS

From the investigation carried out, it was concluded that:
v The values of the structural parameters such as axial force, 
foundation stiffness, shear modulus, damping coefficient, and 
rotatory inertia correction factor  increases, the deflection 
profiles of the beam decreases for both moving concentrated 
and distributed loads. 
v It was observed that the beam dynamic deflection to the 
moving distributed loads solution is greater than that of 
moving concentrated loads for any values of the structural 
parameters.


